Distinct effect of early and late embryonic light-stimulation on chicks' lateralization.
Embryonic light exposure affects similarly functional lateralization in fish and birds. While the light acts on an asymmetric habenular system during the first post fertilization hours in zebrafish, in the domestic chicks it shapes the thalamofugal visual pathway affecting the right retinal photoreceptors in the last stages before hatching. However, recent evidence has shown that also in chicks a precocial embryonic time window seems open to light action. Here we addressed the issue of whether the light effect is comparable in the early and late sensitive periods of chicks' embryonic development by testing birds coming from early (EL) and late (LL) light stimulated eggs compared to dark maintained eggs (DK) under different conditions of vision in a gravel-grain task. The perseveration of pecks directed to irrelevant elements revealed that in all chicks the right hemisphere was heavily attracted by the novel elements when tested with the left eye. When using the right eye, instead, only DK chicks attended repeatedly to distractors whereas LL and EL chicks showed a left hemisphere advantage for fine discrimination and sustained attention; conversely, when tested binocularly, LL chicks perseverated significantly more than both DK and EL chicks, likely compensating the distraction with the analysis carried out by both hemispheres. For the first time, we unveiled a fine graded difference between the light modulation exerted during the two time windows, adding evidence to the idea that genes and environmental factors interplay in several separate routes to the modulation of the neurodevelopment of cerebral lateralization in vertebrates.